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Fruit Ridge Notes
from Ron Reister
C.C.A.

Hey Friends ...One of my Pals just reminded me not to use a
''Group III'' Fungicide with Sivanto 200SL..... I'm not sure
why, but he is correct that there is a piece on the Sivanto Label
asking us not to Tank-Mix with those Fungicides like Tilt - Quash
- Proline ....the FRAC Group 3 products.
Sorry for the Brain Fart.....
Maybe consider the now famous '''1-2-3''' ....that's 1 Pint
CS2005 plus 2 Pint Regalia plus 3 Pint FormulaII-SW.... Guys
doing this claim no Diseases can come thru it. And you're getting
a little Nutrition...and a little Seaweed....in the ''1-2-3''
.... If you have struggled with Cankers and Anthracnose you
might want to look seriously at the ''1-2-3''
Hello Blues Pals .....
Hoping that Ya'll are looking at a good potential crop in spite of the crazy
Weather that Mother Nature dished out several days back... ???
Wow... Can she be cantankerous or what!!???!!
Just talking with some Folks that really know ..... Sivanto 200SL is the
best bet for the Stem Gall Wasp .... It has the Special 2EE Label for
us to use .....
...But we should follow these Criteria .....
**Only Apply at night because of the Bees
**Make 1st App at 10% Emergence
**Use 14 oz - Acre
**Plan on a 2nd Appln in 10 Days
While you're making this trip thru, I'd be adding something for Disease
Control ..... I'd be lookn at these Options....
Quash [2.5 oz]
Regalia [2 Pt.]
CS2005 [1 - 2 Pt.]
Tilt [6 oz.] -- I'd have this Propiconazole/Tilt in the tank for sure ...It's an
old ''S.I.'' ....
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......even tho it is a bit weaker on a couple Diseases....I'd surely be
Tank-Mixing it---Why...?? ...because it's only $3 or $4 - Acre.
You probably noticed that 'Quash' is also a 'S.I.' ...a new one...with a
interesting molecular tweek....which makes it really work better
against a couple Diseases than some older S.I.s...
Bang-for-the-Buck ..... ??? I'd certainly have
Propicon/Tilt and CS2005 in the Tank.
Warmest Regards ....r

